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THE EU- SWITZERLAND TAX AGREEMENT FOR THE
AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
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automatic and immediate, Swiss financial institutions are
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obliged to inform their foreign customers about the
impending transmission and exchange of data, so as to
ensure both their effective information and the protection of
their personal data.
In the field of data protection, it should be noted that
the provisions contained in Article 6 of the Agreement, were
deemed to be insufficient by the European Data Privacy
Supervisor, who recommended that a) the exchange of
information should take place only in connection with a real
risk of tax evasion, b) the use of data should be limited only
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purposes should be prevented, c) the taxpayers

under

investigation should be timely informed thereof, d) data
protection security standards should be explicitly defined for
public and private authorities collecting and exchanging
data, and e) an explicit retention period of tax information
should be defined, after the completion of which, the data
collected should be deleted.
Finally, it should be noted that due to developments
at EU level, the announced bilateral Greece-Switzerland
agreement on the taxation of savings, now seems to be
inappropriate and pointless.
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